
MATSCH   Short Bio

Intimate, dark and atmospheric. Nods to Ian Curtis, Depeche Mode and Particularly
Orchestral Manoeuvres in the dark, Matt Schpsi Italian born and Abbey Road Institute
nurtured creating a refreshing project from the Centre of London. After being motivated
and inspired by 80's post-punk genre's and more modernistic dark undertone artists took on
a project to deliver a true reflection of the dark and intimate emotions within.
Melodic and nonchalant vocals are reminiscent of Ian Curtis with particular alignment to
atmospheric artists such as Ultravox and Echo and The Bunnymen. Self-Producing and Song
Writer with a contemporary yet contrastingly dark, complexing lyrics.

MATSCH   Extended Biography

Meet Matt Schipsi, from the Abbey Road Institute to a rising talent within the thriving indie
music scene. Matt o�ers perfect balances of intimacy and romance through his rogue vocals
which can be compared only to the late Ian Curtis’ famously dark undertones.
Matt has proven himself through demonstrations and continuous self-improvement that he
is able to deliver sounds of excellence capable of displaying emotion and genuine dark
intimacy which is his main unique selling point. During his short yet well founded career so
far he has taken great pride in utilizing the in�uences of Joy Division, Orchestral Maneuvers
in the Dark and Peter Gabriel, these in�uences shine through in his performances and allow
him to consistently create songs with a �ne balance of emotion, romance and satisfaction.
The ability to create music which is refreshing and of signi�cant importance is something
which Matt Schipsi prides himself on, it’s the cornerstone of his talent and allows him to
project on a huge scale, the fact that he is able to display 80’s dark indie tones whilst still
maintaining his originality makes him an artist which is able to appeal to both the young as
well as the older generation’s which are looking for that gap in the modern music industry.
Overall, Matt Schipsi is a consistent composer who’s ability speaks for itself. The chilling
undertones, dark, deep vocals and intimate lyrics are all symbolic of his personality and
character as an artist which is both refreshing as well as more-ish.
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